St John’s launches its French Immersion Boarding Programme
St. John’s International School, the highly-regarded IB world school, is launching a
remarkable French immersion programme! The programme is open to students looking
to lift their French skills to a new level.
Located in the French-speaking part of
Belgium, a stone’s throw from Brussels and
within hours of Paris, London or Amsterdam,
we truly are at the heart of Europe.
So St John’s is the only premium boarding
school in Belgium to offer the full IB
throughout. French is taught throughout the
school in the form of a dual-language
programme in the primary years and with
advanced and beginner options in middle
and high school. Many of our teachers are
fluent or native French speakers. Our teachers have a deep-rooted expertise in teaching
French and this is reflected in a record-breaking 50% of our cohort achieving the
prestigious Bi-lingual IB Diploma. – well above the global average of 32%.
This degree opens the door for many of our students to university courses with a strong
language element, such as International Relations. Overall, they are excellently
equipped to attend universities francophone world, be it in France itself, Canada, or
Switzerland, for example. Some who attend university in the UK or the US will also
pursue a placement in a French-speaking country. After all, French is still one of the
top 10 most valuable languages in professional careers.
Additionally, our Boarding houseparents are French native speakers who will add to the
immersion by exclusively conversing in French in the boarding house and on the many
excursions and activities that are
exclusive to our boarders.
We offer this programme for shorter
periods of one trimester and up to
one year at no extra charge!
Upon request, we can also facilitate
French language extra-curricular
activities in golf, tennis, hockey, or
other club-orientated activities at
additional cost.
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Full immersion in French
Alongside the language acquisition programme in school, we are well-embedded in the
French-speaking community with opportunities
to speak French all around us.
The town of Waterloo, made famous by The
Battle of Waterloo (not to mention the Abba
song), is a student-friendly town of about 20,000
inhabitants in the French-speaking Belgian
province of Brabant-Wallon.

while maintaining a small-town feel.

It is an amiable and easy place to live that
provides all the conveniences of a large town

This makes it the perfect area for students to practice their newly developed French
skills. Everything one needs in terms of services, stores, medical facilities, and cultural
opportunities are available in town. As a result, there are all kinds of free-time
activities: from cinema trips and days at the local aquatic centre to visiting the many
historical sites and going on bike rides in the countryside. After all, Waterloo is
surrounded by the 10,920-acre Sonian Forest, which offers extensive walking, biking,
and horse-riding paths.
Boarding at St. John’s:
A character-building experience for young adults with character
We offer a transformational opportunity.
Boarding at St. John’s is a well-balanced experience with a perfect environment for
students to perfect their study habits and focus on achieving top grades. Equally
important are the myriad opportunities to engage in our unrivalled visual and
performing arts programme as well as make the most of access to specialised sport
through our extra-curricular offerings.
Boarding students are encouraged to fully embrace personal and community
responsibility while developing their lifelong learning, independence, and leadership
skills. Boarders develop their personal integrity, live in a respectful community, and
make lasting friendships. They learn to get along with people from diverse backgrounds
with different interests.
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Why Belgium?
Belgium
is
an
amazingly
multilingual
and
multicultural
country and a great place to learn a
new language. The multilingual
environment and speakers offer
moral support and Belgian French is
a very clear form of French which
benefits new learners!
And did you know that, besides
impressive museums, a lively
theatre scene, and some of the
most picturesque historical towns in
Europe in breathtaking scenery, Belgium has more castles per kilometre than any other
country in the world? And the chocolate is as good as its worldwide reputation!
Contact Romy and Caroline
admissions@stjohns.be
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Become a part of our boarding family
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